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THE WAR AGAINST WORDS—RETHINKING “PLAIN LANGUAGE”

By Barbara H. Goldman

The “plain language” movement began as a laudable campaign to shear legal writing of Latin, legalisms, and redundancy for the benefit of lay users of legal documents. It has degenerated into a verbal witch hunt, a veritable war on words, in which the goal seems to be to skewer every syllable that the plain language police decide should be eliminated. Like the formerly-obese individual who now obsesses over every excess ounce, the proponents of such ultrasimplicity attack harmless phrases in any legal writing with the vigor of Moses crushing the golden calf.

Lawyers, judges, and law clerks, by necessity, are proficient users of written English. For skilled readers, the process of decoding the meaning of letters on a page is psychologically effortless. That is, the reader has no perception that any work is required. An adult must read at least 200 words a minute, in order to comprehend the meaning of the text. Undergraduates’ reading rates have been measured at 230–382 words per minute and average reading speeds of 300–350 wpm have been reported. “Fast” readers exceed 450 words a minute. The difference in the time needed to process two words silently as opposed to one, then, is so small that it cannot be measured reliably.

In addition, reading does not happen one word at a time. Rather, the reader’s eyes rest for a short time, then jump to another spot on the same line of text. Adult readers make four fixations per second and under normal conditions, the reader takes in 10–15 characters—about three words—at a time. In addition, a skilled reader’s eyes will literally jump over function words, such as “the” and “of,” and he or she can anticipate upcoming words based on cues about their length and shape. Highly predictable words are also omitted and word length does not relate to reading speed. Experienced readers also group words into chunks of information, based on their knowledge of what the text is likely to contain.

The time it takes a good reader to comprehend two, three, or even four words in a passage of text, then, is trivial. And when those words compose a familiar phrase, it is indistinguishable from a smaller grouping. In short, we must apply some sense to this subject.

Continued on next page

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST SUSPECT ARGUMENTS

By Joseph Kimble

I’d like to respond not only to Barbara Goldman, but also to the September letter from Cameron Phillips and this month’s letter from Thomas Dilley.

Anyone who has followed this column over the last 20 years will know that I have answered these criticisms many times before. This time, I have to do it in an abbreviated way.

First, in answer to the Phillips and Dilley letters:

(1) Mr. Dilley refers to those “engaged in the practice, as opposed to the teaching, of law.” I practiced. Mr. Phillips mentioned that he was an “English Comp” major. For me, it was English Lit.

(2) Although I’ve tried to poke fun at a few words and phrases in the last four columns, I want to remind readers that preferring familiar words (usually the shorter ones) is only one element of plain language—one among dozens that I listed in the October 2002 column. Plain language, rightly understood, involves all the techniques for clear communication: planning a document, designing it, organizing it, constructing sentences, choosing words, and testing mass documents on typical readers. Check the October 2002 column, and I think you’ll see that the guidelines are varied and flexible.

(3) For each of the words and phrases in these last four columns, I cited at least five legal-writing experts who recommend against using them. The Phillips and Dilley letters cite no contrary authorities. In fact, they cite no authority at all for any of their arguments. Would they go into court without any authority?

(4) Mr. Dilley refers to “the implicit suggestion that lawyers generally are guilty of willful obfuscation in oral and written presentations.” I have never said or implied that. I have said that our linguistic plight is caused by centuries of poor models, bad habits, and inadequate training—not to mention the kind of resistance to change that these two letters reflect.

(5) Mr. Phillips emphasizes the need for “certainty” in legal writing. Likewise, Mr. Dilley refers to the need for “subtle, precise” language. This is the myth of precision—the notion that traditional legal writing is more precise than plain language. That myth has been debunked by our two great scholars of legal language, David...
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Identifying and eliminating “excess” words from a brief or opinion does not begin to match the savings it is alleged to produce.

By all means, we should advocate for “plain” language in legal writing:

Let us eschew the formulaics of our forefathers’ generations. “Now comes,” “your plaintiff,” and “defendant prays” should go the way of the office of chancellor and the equity side of the court.

Let us teach our students to avoid archaic usage. “Thereto,” “whence,” and “hereinbefore” should stop our spell-check programs dead in their digital tracks.

Let us be vigilant against resorting to needless Latin. Arguingo, sub silentio, and ex delicto should remain within the pages of our legal dictionaries.

Let us expect our clerks to favor short sentences in active voice and strike unneeded repetitions. “It” need not be “further ordered and adjudged” to be effective.

But let us not say that three words are always two too many or that short words must be preferred to long ones. Give credit to the reader and freedom to the writer.

Plain English, yes. Pale English, no.

Barbara H. Goldman is a research and appellate attorney with the firm of Sheldon L. Miller & Associates, P.C., in Southfield and also holds a doctorate in cognitive psychology from the State University of New York at Buffalo.
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Mellinckoff and Bryan Garner. If anything, the opposite is true because plain language uncovers the ambiguities and errors that traditional style, with all its excesses, tends to hide. I could cite many examples from the major projects to restyle the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure (completed in 2002) and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (in progress).3

(6) Mr. Phillips charges that I seem to advocate “the writing style of a fourth grader.” Mr. Dilley makes a similar comment about what can be understood by “your average third grader.” This is the most stubborn and most profoundly distorted of all the criticisms of plain language. Plain language is, at bottom, about writing clearly and effectively for your intended reader. Have you ever heard anyone object that a piece of legal writing is too clear? Moreover, a clear, plain style—far from being unsophisticated—only looks easy; it takes skill and hard work. And it has a long literary tradition. (See the quote from Jacques Barzun below.)

FOOTNOTES
8. Two hundred to 400 milliseconds (.002–.004 second). Pollatsek, supra at n 5, p 192.
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(7) Mr. Dilley asserts that “the great protectors of the integrity of the English Language…may be found in only three spheres: the ministry, the Senate, and the legal profession.” I’m sorry to say that, by nearly all accounts, the history of legal writing is anything but glorious. It has been criticized, even ridiculed, by everyone from Jonathan Swift to Thomas Jefferson to Fred Rodell. David Mellin- koff, in his classic study, describes legal writing as having four main characteristics: it’s wordy, unclear, pompous, and dull. Bryan Garner says that lawyers “have a history of wretched writing, a history that reinforces itself every time we open the law books.” John Lindsey adds that law books are “the largest body of poorly written literature ever created by the human race.”
argument. Does she mean to say that wordiness and inflated diction don’t matter enough to be worth fixing? Every writing book and style guide on the planet says otherwise. Here’s one:

[T]o eliminate the vice of wordiness is to ensure the virtue of emphasis, which depends more on conciseness than on any other factor. Whenever we can make twenty-five words do the work of fifty, we halve the area in which looseness and disorganization can flourish, and by reducing the span of attention required we increase the force of the thought. To make our words count for as much as possible is surely the simplest as well as the hardest secret of style.7

And here’s Strunk and White:

Omit needless words. Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no unnecessary words… for the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary parts…. Avoid fancy words. Avoid the elaborate, the pretentious, the coy, and the cute. Do not be tempted by a twenty-dollar word when there is a ten-center handy, ready and able.8

(3) Apart from sheer word count, a phrase like prior to often leads to clumsy, indirect constructions. It’s symptomatic, if you will. Example: “This will be the last recorded message you hear prior to your call being answered.” Or: “Prior to the argument by the attorneys on the objection, the court excused the jury.” Imagine if Frost had written “And miles to go prior to my sleeping.”

(4) In short, there is always the matter of tone, of the impression your writing makes. Consider this from Jacques Barzun:

[The best tone is the tone called plain, unaffected, unadorned…. It is the most difficult of all tones, and also the most adaptable. When you can write plain, you can trust yourself in special effects. The plain tone is that of Lincoln always, that of Thoreau, Emerson, William James, Mark Twain, “Mr. Dooley,” Fitzgerald, and Hemingway at their best. It is the tone Whitman urged on his contemporaries: “The art of art, the glory of expression…. is simplicity. Nothing is better than simplicity…. nothing can make up for excess or for the lack of definiteness.”]

(5) As far as testing goes, there is a great deal of empirical evidence that plain language, taken as a whole, improves readers’ comprehension of legal documents.10 And there is evidence that readers strongly prefer plain language in legal and official documents.11 In fact, some of the first testing of legal documents was reported in this column, in October 1987 and May 1990. When judges and lawyers in four states, including Michigan, were asked to choose between the A and B version of different passages from legal documents, they preferred the plain-language versions by numbers running from 80 to 86 percent.

(6) Ms. Goldman ends with “Pale English, no.” This is a first cousin to the grade-school argument discussed earlier. Does she really think that provisos and prior to and in terms of breathe life into prose? More likely to deaden it, I’d say.

In the August and September 2001 columns, called “Plain Words,” I offered lists of words and phrases that writers might consider replacing. I included several qualifications and cautions, yet still made this prediction: “I will be accused of promoting baby talk, of constraining and dumbing down the language, of denying writers their expressive voice, and of corrupting legal discourse.”

No wild predictions this time. I’ll just invite all writers to consider the evidence, consult the books on writing, keep reading the column, and make your own choices. ◆

Joseph Kimble has taught legal writing at Thomas Cooley Law School for 20 years. He is the editor in chief of The Scribes Journal of Legal Writing, the president of the international organization Clarity, and the drafting consultant on all federal court rules.
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